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What is a sentence-level language model

● Standard word-level language models predict the next word given 
previous words.

● Standard word-level language models assume a finite number of words 
in the vocabulary, and so the probability is always over the same set of 
words.

● A sentence-level language model predicts the next sentence given 
previous sentences.

● There is a nearly unlimited number of valid English sentences, so at each 
step of training/ inference a different set of sentences might be scored. 

● At train time, the candidate set contains N - I distractors (which may 
differ between train iterations) in addition to the true next sentence. 



Advantages of a sentence-level language 
model 
● The task of modeling long-range dependencies is isolated from the task 

of individual word prediction. 
● By taking advantage of strong semantic representations from a pre-

trained BERT the sentence LM can be compact and fast to train. 
● More text can be seen at each train step than with a word-level LM:

Sequence length is the number of sentences, allowing a context of 
hundreds of words to be reduced to only a handful of sentence 
embeddings. 

100s to 1000s of candidate next sentences can be considered in the train 
loss. 



Applying the sentence LM to the Story Cloze 
Task
Both candidate endings are fluent and on-topic, but only one is coherent.



Applying the sentence LM to the Story Cloze 
Task 
● They train their sentence LM to predict the 5th sentence given the 

previous 4 sentences. All 98k 5th sentences from the train set are used 
as the candidate set

● Model architecture is a simple multi-layer perceptron
● They further improve performance by incorporating a secondary loss 

(CSLoss) that penalizes the model for assigning a high score to any of the 
4 context sentences
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Takeaways and Future Work 

● Taking advantage of pre-trained BERT sentence embeddings allows us to 
train a model that avoids having to learn token-level fluency and can 
instead focus solely on inter-sentence coherence. 

● Future work could include building out a two-step generative process, 
where first a good candidate next sentence is retrieved, and then it is 
refined to better fit the context. 

● However, further work is needed to improve performance on "real-
world" story text. 





Discourse Coherence

● The aspect of text quality that measure the connectedness and organization 
of sentences 

● Evaluated on pretrained text embeddings 
● Previous work shows pretrained language models perform well 



This work

● Show that language models can improve their discourse-level 
representation by pretraining with an inter-sentence objective. 

● Present their model, CONtrastive Position and Ordering with Negatives 
Objective (CONPONO) .

● Evaluate their model on a discourse representation benchmark, 
DiscoEval • Model design choices and ablations.

● Applying CONPONO on non-discourse tasks that can benefit from better 
inter-sentence representations.



Previous

● Next Sentence Prediction
● Sentence Ordering



Conpono: Which sentence is 2 before?

● Popular techniques include the use of word embeddings to capture 
semantic properties of words. 

A) In the 2010s, representation learning and deep neural network-style 
machine learning method  became widespread in natural language 
processing. 

B) Many results showed that such techniques can achieve state-of-the-art 
results in many natural language tasks. 

C) In some areas, this shift has entailed substantial changes in how NLP 
systems are designed 

D) Keynesian economics derives from John Maynard Keynes, in particular 
his book The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money 
(1936), which ushered in contemporary macroeconomics as a distinct 
field. 



Inter-sentence representation Task





Key Contributions

● Fine-grained sentence ordering : expand beyond binary 
sentence ordering and easy negatives

● Non-contiguous inter-sentence representation : window 
size>1

● Discriminative non-binary objective : not binary, no generation
● Cross-attention for discourse coherence :  joint encode 

segment A and B
● Model size  :



Evaluation - DiscoEval Tasks

● Sentence Position  
● Binary Sentence Ordering 
● Discourse Coherence 
● Sentence Section Prediction 
● Penn Discourse Tree Bank 
● Rhetorical Structure Theory 













This task takes incomplete text as input and outputs completed text.

IMPORTANT: infill spans corrupted by arbitrary mask 
functions (words, n-grams, sentences, paragraphs, and documents)



Previous work on Text Infilling



Their work: ILM Infilling by Language 
Modeling

1. Download any language model

2. Finetune the model on infilling examples



Experimental setup

● Data: Stories (Mostafazadeh et al., 2016), Abstracts, Lyrics
● Metric: Score, Perplexity 
● Model: BERT, SA (Zhu et al., 2019), LM, ILM (ours) 

● 1. Human evaluation 
● 2. Quantitative evaluation 







Takeaways

● Conceptual simplicity: minimal change to LM
● Model-agnostic framework： Leverage massively pretrianed LM



Thank [blank] for [blank]! → Thank you for listening!


